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Regional Minister nominee
Schedule 2 clause 4 (2)(c) or
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Quorum: Four
In accordance with the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) Standing Orders
2009, 3.7 - Quorum for meetings:
(2) A quorum for a meeting of a committee is at least 50% of the number of offices
(whether vacant or not) of members of the committee.
Role:
Schedule 2(4)(4) of the Planning and Development Act 2005
The Statutory Planning Committee is the WAPC’s regulatory decision-making body and
performs such of the statutory planning functions of the WAPC under the Planning and
Development Act 2005 and Part II of the Strata Titles Act 1985 as are delegated to the
Statutory Planning Committee under section 16 and such other functions as are delegated
to it under that section. These functions include approval of the subdivision of land,
approval of leases and licenses, approval of strata schemes, advice to the Minister for
Planning on local planning schemes and scheme amendments, and the determination of
certain development applications under the Metropolitan Region Scheme.

Delegated Authority
2.1 Power to determine applications for approval to commence and carry out
development lodged with or referred to the WAPC pursuant to the provisions of a
region scheme.
2.2 Power to approve detailed plans requiring the subsequent approval of the WAPC as
a condition of development approval pursuant to the provisions of a region scheme
and power to confirm that conditions imposed by the WAPC on a development
approval pursuant to the provisions of a region scheme have been complied with.
2.3 Power to determine whether or not proposals and the ongoing implementation of a
region scheme comply with conditions (if any) applied pursuant to sections 48F and
48J of the Environmental Protection Act 1986.
2.4 Power to determine whether or not applications to commence and carry out
development are of State or regional importance, or in the public interest, pursuant to
any resolution of the WAPC made under a region scheme requiring such
determination.
2.5 Power to request the Minister for Planning to approve the WAPC disregarding the
advice of the Swan River Trust in whole or in part in relation to the approval of
development of land within the Riverbank or Development Control Area as defined
under the Swan and Canning Rivers Management Act 2006 where the determining
authority is the WAPC.
2.6 All functions if the WAPC as set out in (i) Sections 14(a), 14(c), 34, 97, 98, 100, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 134,
135, 136, 138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144, 145, 147, 151, 153, 154, 157, 169, 185,
214, 215, 216 of the Act;
(ii) Town Planning Regulations 1967;
(iii) Regulations 21, 22, 24 and 27 of the Planning and Development Regulations
2009;
(iv) Strata Titles Act 1985 or the provisions of a strata or survey-strata scheme;
(v) Strata Titles General Regulations 1996;
(vi) Section 52 and section 85 of the Land Administration Act 1997;
(vii) Section 40 of the Liquor Control Act 1988;
(viii) Perry Lakes Redevelopment Act 2005.
2.7 Power to determine requests for variations to plans of subdivision where WAPC
approval is required pursuant to the provisions of an approved local planning
scheme.
2.8 Power to provide comment on and grant approval to plans known generally as outline
development plans, structure plans and similar plans, and to planning policies and
similar documents or amendments thereto, requiring the approval or endorsement of
the WAPC pursuant to the provisions of a local planning scheme.
2.9 Power to provide comments or advice on behalf of the WAPC to a local government
or a redevelopment authority where a provision of a local planning scheme or a
redevelopment scheme requires comments from the WAPC.

2.10 Power to execute and accept the benefit of easements in gross, covenants in gross,
records on title and other instruments for dealings in land for subdivisions, strata
subdivisions and developments in accordance with any applicable policy and
legislation.
2.11 Power to make recommendations to the Minister for Planning in relation to requests
from local governments to expend monies paid by subdividing land owners in lieu of
setting aside free of cost to the Crown, areas of land for public open space, where
such recommendations are in accordance with WAPC policy.
2.12 Power to determine whether or not a proposal is likely to have a significant effect on
the environment pursuant to section 38(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986
and to refer such proposal to the Environmental Protection Authority.
2.13 Power to waive or clear conditions affixed as conditions of approval.
2.14 Power to endorse diagrams and plans of survey and deposited plans involving the
acquisition and resumption of land created pursuant to Part 11 of the Act and the
Land Administration Act 1997.
2.15 Power to advise the Minister for Planning on any appeal or matter arising therefrom
pursuant to Part 14 of the Act.
2.16 Power to defend and otherwise deal with applications for review lodged with the
State Administrative Tribunal and to appeal, defend, respond and otherwise deal with
any matter that may be appealed to the Supreme Court on a question of law.
2.17 Power to defend, respond, appeal and otherwise deal with legal proceedings.
2.18 Power to prepare and approve, subject to the prior approval of the Minister for
Planning, policies relating to planning matters and/or the functions of the WAPC,
save and except for State Planning Policies under Part 3 of the Act.

This meeting is not open to members of the public.

RELEVANT INFORMATION FOR MEMBERS
Disclosure of interests
In accordance with the Planning and Development Act 2005 and Part 6 of the Standing Orders
2009, members of Committees (and certain employees) are required to disclose the following
types of interests that they have or persons closely associated to them, have:


direct and indirect pecuniary interests (financial);



proximity interests (location); and



impartiality interests (relationship).

A “direct pecuniary interest” means a relevant person’s interest in a matter where it is reasonable
to expect that the matter if dealt with by the board or a Committee, or an employee in a particular
way, will result in a financial gain, loss, benefit or detriment for the person.
An “indirect pecuniary interest” means a relevant person’s interest in a matter where a financial
relationship exists between that person and another person who requires a board or Committee
decision in relation to the matter.
A “proximity interest” means a relevant person’s interest in a matter if the matter concerns (i)

a proposed change to a planning scheme affecting land that adjoins the person’s land;

(ii)

a proposed change to the zoning or use of land that adjoins the person’s land; or

(iii)

a proposed development, maintenance or management of the land or of services or facilities
on the land that adjoins the person’s land.

An “Impartiality interest” means an interest that could, or could reasonably be perceived to,
adversely affect the impartiality of the member having the interest and includes an interest arising
from kinship, friendship, partnership or membership of an association or an association with any
decision making process relating to a matter for discussion before the board or a Committee.
Members disclosing any pecuniary or proximity interests for an item can not participate in
discussion or the decision making procedure relating to the item and must leave the meeting room
during the discussion of the item. Members disclosing an impartiality interest in an item must also
leave the room during the discussion or the decision making procedure relating to the item unless
the Committee, by formal resolution, allows the member to remain. The reason to allow a member
to remain must be stated in the formal resolution and will be minuted.
Disclosure of representations
Where a member has had verbal communication with or on behalf of a person with an interest in a
matter which is before a meeting, the member is to disclose the interest.
Where a member is in receipt of relevant written material (including email) from or on behalf of a
person with an interest in a matter which is before a meeting, the member is to table the material at
the meeting for the information of members and relevant employees.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
1.

Declaration of opening

2.

Apologies

3.

Members on leave of absence and applications for leave of absence
 Mr Gary Prattley
 Ms Sue Burrows
 Mayor Adams

4.

Disclosure of interests

5.

Declaration of due consideration

6.

Deputations and presentations
6.1 SHIRE OF NORTHAM - REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY AND
TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO.6 - FOR FINAL CONSENT TO ADVERTISE
(Item 10.5)
Presenter: Mr William Baston from Shire of Northam
6.2 ENDORSEMENT OF MUCHEA EMPLOYMENT NODE STRUCTURE PLAN
(Item 10.1)
Presenters: Councillor Judi Tomlinson - Shire of Chittering
Councillor Barni Norton - Shire of Chittering
Mr Harry Hawkins - CEO Shire of Chittering

7.

Announcements by the Chairperson
communication from the WAPC

8.

Confirmation of minutes of 12 July 2011

9.

Reports (see attached index of reports)

of

10. Confidential items (see attached index of reports)
11. General business

the

board

and

12. Items for consideration at a future meeting
Item No
7416

Report
Directions 2031

Request
Planning Director - 2031 to
brief the Committee after
release of WA Tomorrow
2011

Report Required by
July/August 2011

13. Closure - next meeting to be held on 9 August 2011

Statutory Planning Committee
Minutes
of ordinary meeting 7430
held on Tuesday 12 July 2011

Attendance
Members
Mr Gary Prattley
Mr Ian Holloway
Mr Eric Lumsden

WAPC Chairman (Presiding Member)
Professional representative
Director General, Department of Planning

Cr Corinne MacRae

WAPC nominee

Ms Elizabeth Taylor

Community representative

Officers
Ms Natalie Cox
Mr Matt Devlin
Mr Chee Ng
Mr John O’Hurley
Mr Mat Selby
Mr Mark Szabo
Mr Jamie Townend

Department of Planning
Senior Project Planner Schemes & Appeals
Geospatial Information Analyst
Geospatial Scientist
Principal Planning Officer Strategic Urban Projects
Director Planning Metro Central
Planning Manager, Independent Planning Reviewer
Senior Planner Policy Coordination & Development

Observers
Mr John Giorgi
Mr Jamie Harrington
Mr Rasaratnam Rasia
Ms Dalia Gliozzi-Schenk
Mr Mike Sjepcevich
Mr John Symonds
Ms Tory Woodhouse

City of Vincent (Item 6.1 only)
Holcim (Australia) Pty Ltd (Item 6.2 only)
City of Vincent (Item 6.1 only)
Allerding & Associates (Item 6.2 only)
Department of Transport (Item 10.3 only)
Hanson Construction Materials Pty Ltd (Item 6.2 only)
City of Vincent (Item 6.1 only)

Presenters
Mr Steve Allerding
Mr Rob Boardman

Allerding & Associates (Item 6.2 only)
City of Vincent (Item 6.1 only)

Committee Support
Ms Christina Sanders

Committee Secretary - Department of Planning

Arrived 10.52 am
during item 6.2
Arrived 10.18 am
during item 6.1

As there was no quorum at 10 am, the Committee elected to hear the deputations and
defer consideration of the agenda items until a quorum was present.
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Statutory Planning Committee
Minutes
of ordinary meeting 7430
held on Tuesday 12 July 2011

7430.1

Declaration of Opening
The Presiding Member declared the meeting open at 10.18 am, acknowledged
the traditional owners and custodians of the land on which the meeting is taking
place and welcomed Members.

7430.2

Apologies
Nil.

7430.3

Members on Leave of Absence and Applications for Leave of Absence
Ms Burrows and Mayor Adams have submitted applications for a leave of
absence for the Statutory Planning Committee meeting scheduled for 12 July
2011.
The Chairman requested a leave of absence for the meeting of 26 July 2011.
Resolved
Moved by Ms Taylor, seconded by Mr Lumsden
That leave of absence be granted to Mr Prattley for the meeting of
28 July 2011.
The motion was put and carried.

7430.4

Disclosure of Interests
Nil.

7430.5

Declaration of Due Consideration
No declarations were made.

7430.6

Deputations and Presentations
7430.6.1

Amendment No. 29 to the City (Town) of Vincent Town
Planning Scheme No. 1 (refers to Item 10.1)
Presenter
Rob Boardman, City of Vincent
THIS ITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL
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7430.6.2

Amendment No. 29 to the City (Town) of Vincent Town
Planning Scheme No. 1 (refers to Item 10.1)
Presenter
Steve Allerding, Allerding & Associates
THIS ITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL

7430.7

Announcements by the Chairperson of the Board and communication
from the WAPC
There were no announcements.

7430.8

Confirmation of Minutes
7430.8.1

Minutes of the Statutory Planning Committee meeting
held on 28 June 2011
Resolved
Moved by Mr Holloway, seconded by Cr MacRae
That the minutes of the Statutory Planning
Committee meeting held on 28 June 2011, be
confirmed as a true and correct record of the
proceedings.
The motion was put and carried.

7430.9

Reports
7430.9.1

Draft Structure Plan Preparation Guidelines and Digital
Data and Mapping Standards Toolkit
File
DPI/09/00406/3
Agenda Part
A
Reporting Officer
Senior Planner
Resolved
Moved by Mr Lumsden, seconded by Mr Holloway
That

the

West

Australian

Planning

Commission resolves to approve the publication
of:
i)
ii)

The
Draft
Structure
Plan
Preparation Guidelines;
Draft Structure plans: Digital Data
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and Mapping Standards for a public
consultation period of two months
The motion was put and carried.
7430.10 Confidential Items
7430.10.1

Town of Vincent Town Planning Scheme No.
Amendment No. 29 - For Consent To Advertise
File
TPS/0450/1
Agenda Part
B
Reporting Officer
Director, Schemes and Appeals

1

THIS ITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL
7430.10.2

143263 Lot 23 Chapman Valley Rd, Morseby - Request For
Reconsideration
File
143263
Agenda Part
G
Reporting Officer
Senior Planner
Central Regions
THIS ITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL

7430.10.3

Proposed Mixed Use Development - Lots 9582, 9723 and
10240 (328) Stirling Highway, Claremont
File
02-50053-1
Agenda Part
G
Reporting Officer
Planning
Manager;
Metropolitan
Planning Central
THIS ITEM IS CONFIDENTIAL

7430.11 General Business
Ni.
7430.12 Items for Consideration at a Future Meeting
Item
No
7416

Report
Directions 2031

Report Required
by
Planning Director – Directions 2031 to July/August 2011
brief the Committee after release of
WA Tomorrow 2011
Request
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7430.13 Closure
The next ordinary meeting is scheduled for 10.00 am Tuesday 26 July 2011.

There being no further business before the Committee, the Presiding Member
thanked members for their attendance and declared the meeting closed at 11.30 am.

PRESIDING MEMBER_________________________________________________

DATE

_________________________________________________________
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INDEX OF REPORTS
Item
9

REPORTS
G

10

Description

DEVELOPMENTS /SUBDIVISIONAL/SURVEY STRATA
9.1

OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN - OLD SWANBOURNE
HOSPITAL (OSH ODP), LOT 12040 HERITAGE LANE,
MT CLAREMONT – FOR FINAL APPROVAL

9.2

ENDORSEMENT OF OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN LOT 9508 RAVENDALE DRIVE, DUDLEY PARK,
CITY OF MANDURAH

9.3

ENDORSEMENT OF OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN –
LOTS 1, 2 & 49 BANKSIA TERRACE, MURRAY LAKES
CANAL DEVELOPMENT, SOUTH YUNDERUP

CONFIDENTIAL REPORTS
C

D

SUBDIVISIONAL/STRATA ITEMS /DEVELOPMENTS
MAJOR/CONTROVERSIAL
10.1

ENDORSEMENT OF MUCHEA EMPLOYMENT NODE
STRUCTURE PLAN

10.2

PROPOSED EXPANSION OF LAKESIDE JOONDALUP
SHOPPING CENTRE FROM 71,128M2NLA TO 99,464M2
NLA

GENERAL ITEMS/OTHER MATTERS
10.3

E

BROOME LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY - CONSENT
TO ADVERTISE

MINOR LOCAL PLANNING SCHEMES / LOCAL PLANNING
SCHEME AMENDMENTS
10.4

AMENDMENT NO 7 TO SHIRE OF KOJONUP TOWN
PLANNING SCHEME NO. 3
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10.5

SHIRE OF NORTHAM – REVIEW OF LOCAL PLANNING
STRATEGY AND TOWN PLANNING SCHEME NO.6 FOR CONSENT TO ADVERTISE

10.6

SHIRE OF PLANTAGENET - TOWN PLANNING SCHEME
NO. 3 AMENDMENT 56 - FOR FINAL APPROVAL

10.7

SHIRE OF WYALKATCHEM - LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME
NO. 4 AND LOCAL PLANNING STRATEGY - FOR CONSENT
TO ADVERTISE

10.8

SHIRE OF DENMARK - LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME
AMENDMENT NO. 124 - FOR FINAL APPROVAL /
CONSENT TO ADVERTISE
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ITEM NO: 9.1
OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN - OLD SWANBOURNE
HOSPITAL (OSH ODP), LOT 12040 HERITAGE LANE, MT
CLAREMONT – FOR FINAL APPROVAL
WAPC OR COMMITTEE:

Statutory Planning Committee

REPORTING AGENCY:
REPORTING OFFICER:
AUTHORISING OFFICER:

Department of Planning
Director – Metropolitan Central
A/Executive Director Perth, Peel and South West
Planning and Strategy Division
G
DPI/09/02220/2
12 July 2011
1. Location Plan
2. ODP Plan [to be used as basis for modification]
3. Consultation and Issue Summary
4. Council Resolutions
5. ODP Endorsed by City of Nedlands [to be used as
basis for modifications]
6. Development Plan
7. Excerpt from TPS 2 - Clause 5.15
8. Statutory Planning Committee Report dated 24
January 2011
9. Schedule of Modifications

AGENDA PART:
FILE NO:
DATE:
ATTACHMENT(S):

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Western Australian Planning Commission resolves to:
1.

grant final approval for the proposed Outline Development Plan (ODP) for
the Old Swanbourne Hospital Site, pursuant to Clause 3.8.7 of the City of
Nedlands Town Planning Scheme No.2, subject to:
(i)

the Schedule of Modifications at Attachment 9; and

(ii)

the Plan at Attachment 2, incorporating the changes required in the
‘ODP Plan’ section of the Schedule of Modifications, being adopted
the ODP Plan;

as
2.

endorse the Schedule of Submissions at Attachment 3;

3.

advise the City of Nedlands and the proponent accordingly.
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SUMMARY:
The Outline Development Plan (ODP) was originally submitted by The Planning
Group on behalf of the owners The Swanbourne Estate Development Pty Ltd to the
City of Nedlands in May 2010. The ODP has been submitted to fulfil the requirements
of the "Development Zone" provisions of the City's Scheme and enable the
subsequent consideration of a development application for Lot 12040 Heritage Lane,
Mt Claremont. (Attachment 1: Location Plan)
On 24 August 2010, Council approved the ODP subject to modifications and
forwarded the draft ODP to the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) for
its consent to advertise.
On 8 February 2011, the WAPC approved the ODP for advertising by the City of
Nedlands, subject to a Schedule of Modifications and an amended ODP plan.
The City of Nedlands (the City) advertised the ODP as approved by the Commission
and a number of consultation responses were received.
In accordance with Clause 3.8.7 of the City of Nedlands Town Planning Scheme
No.2 (TPS 2), Council, at its meeting on 24 May 2011 resolved to approve the ODP
approved by the WAPC subject to a number of conditions.
This report reviews Council’s conditions and recommends a modified ODP for final
approval by the WAPC.
BACKGROUND:
In September 2006 the City of Nedlands received a development application for the
central site, which proposed a 34 residential unit development and included
conservation works, alterations and additions to the heritage buildings on site. An
ODP for the site was submitted to the City in October 2006. In December 2006, the
City resolved to support advertising of the ODP subject to modifications. The
applicant lodged an application for review with the State Administrative Tribunal
(SAT) regarding the changes to the ODP required by the City.
Subsequent to mediation, a revised ODP was submitted to Council incorporating
aspects agreed by the parties during mediation. The City resolved to support the
advertising of the ODP for public comment and to seek the consent of the WAPC to
do so. An examination of the proposed ODP submitted to the WAPC for consent to
advertise revealed issues that still needed to be addressed or clarified; that of public
access to and through the site and the provision of and access to POS.
The applicant was advised of the above concerns regarding the inconsistency of the
Development Plan prepared by Taylor Burrell Barnett in 2005 for Amendment No.158
to the City of Nedlands TPS 2. A revised ODP was subsequently submitted by the
applicant which generally addressed these matters in order to obtain WAPC approval
for the ODP to be advertised. The applicant however advised, in writing, that the
required changes were made on the basis to enable the ODP to be advanced and
that it should not be construed that the issues of the provision of access-ways and a
contribution to POS were acceptable to the proponent.
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The proposed ODP was advertised for public submissions for a month at the end of
February 2008, and in April 2008 a development application was submitted to the
City of Nedlands for consideration. Council, at its meeting on 27 May 2008,
considered both the ODP and the development application and resolved to refuse
both proposals. The applicant lodged an application with SAT on 9 July 2008 for
review of the City of Nedlands’ decision to refuse the ODP and associated
development. On 20 November 2008, SAT upheld the City’s refusal.
In May 2009, a revised ODP was submitted by the applicant to the City of Nedlands.
Concurrently, two subdivision applications for the North and South wings were
lodged with the WAPC for the creation of 6 residential lots and a road reserve, and 8
residential lots and a road reserve, respectively (WAPC 131109 and 131108). In
August 2009 the WAPC conditionally approved the two subdivision applications. The
applicant lodged applications with SAT for review of conditions 1, 6 and 7 of the
WAPC’s approvals. The conditions in question required the subdivision layout be
modified to remove the encroachment of proposed residential lots into the curtilage
with the Old Swanbourne Hospital buildings in accordance with the Development
Plan, the provision of 11,840m2 of POS to be ceded free of cost and vested in the
Crown under Section 52 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, and Design
Guidelines for the wings be prepared to control building forms and levels on the
proposed lots respectively.
Following mediation, the WAPC was invited to reconsider its decision in accordance
with Section 31 of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 and it was determined
that Condition 1 be retained as is, Condition 6 be modified to require 10% of the
gross subdivisible area of the site i.e. 2482m2 of POS, and that the WAPC be
designated the clearing authority for Condition 7. The applicant subsequently
withdrew the SAT applications.
On 21 May 2010 a revised ODP was submitted to the City of Nedlands which
addressed the queries raised in June 2009 and incorporated the approved
subdivisions for the North and South wings. On 24 August 2010, Council approved
the ODP subject to modifications and forwarded the draft ODP to the WAPC for its
consent to advertise. The WAPC approved the ODP for advertising by the City of
Nedlands, subject to a Schedule of Modifications and an amended ODP plan, on 8
February 2011.
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LEGISLATION / STRATEGIC PLAN / POLICY:
Legislation
Section:
Strategic Plan
Strategic Goal:
Outcomes:
Strategies:

Policy
Number and / or Name:

Planning and Development Act 2005
Part 5, Local Planning Schemes

2. Planning
x Effective Delivery of Integrated Plans
x Planned Local Communities
x Develop integrated infrastructure and land use
plans
x for the State
x Implement State and Regional Planning priorities
x developing a sense of place
x Encourage innovation in the design of our
communities

SPP 1 State Planning Framework
SPP 3 Urban Growth and Settlement
SPP 3.5 Historic Heritage Conservation

DETAILS:
The ODP relates to the Old Swanbourne Hospital Precinct, comprising the former
Swanbourne Hospital estate in Mount Claremont in the City of Nedlands. The
heritage buildings and mature trees on the site provide a focus and landmark for the
area. The site slopes up from St Johns Wood Boulevard and Abbey Gardens in the
west to the Administration Building and then falls away to the boundary of John XXIII
College at the eastern boundary. Contour levels vary from 29m at the western
boundary to 40m at the Administration Building and then fall to 32m at the eastern
boundary. John XXIII College, Greylands Hospital and the Industrial Rehabilitation
Centre are approximately 1km east of the site. The site is approximately 700m from
the Mount Claremont shopping centre and is well-serviced by local public open space
(POS), including Hamilton Park, Mooro Park, Pine Tree Park and Mount Claremont
Oval.
The ODP proposes:
x
x
x
x
x
x

residential lots in the Northern and Southern subdivision wings;
retention of Montgomery Hall for a low-key use;
conversion of the existing hospital buildings and Administration Building to
residential units, parking;
shared access paths proposed for the Heritage Buildings character area in the
central site; and
Public Open Space (Attachment 2: ODP Plan [to be used as basis for
modifications]).
Access to the central site is obtained from Heritage Lane, with access to the
Northern Subdivision Wing via Abbey Gardens and to the Southern
Subdivision Wing via Charles Lane and Hamilton Gardens.
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The City advertised the ODP as approved by the Commission and a number of
consultation responses were received. These are summarised and comment is
provided at Attachment 3: Consultation and Issue Summary.
In accordance with Clause 3.8.7 of the City of Nedlands Town Planning Scheme
No.2 (TPS 2), Council, at its meeting on 24 May 2011 resolved to approve the ODP
approved by the WAPC subject to a number of conditions (see Attachment 4:
Council Resolutions). The conditions are reviewed throughout this report and a
recommendation made to grant final approval of the ODP subject to a schedule of
modifications (the ODP text to be read in conjunction with the modifications is
included at Attachment 5: Proposed ODP Text Endorsed by City of Nedlands [to be
used as basis for modifications]).
GOVERNMENT AND CORPORATE IMPLICATIONS:
None.
CONSULTATION:
The City of Nedlands undertook public consultation of the WAPC approved ODP
during March 2011. The community consultation period ran from 8-29 March and
included an evening session from 4-8pm on 16 March. A total of 157 submissions
were received of which:
x 84 (54%) raised no objections or expressed support that the area is finally
being developed;
x 10 (0.7%) raised no objections subject to a number of provisos; and
x 58 (37%) raised objections.
A further 4 submissions did not indicate either support or objection for the proposal
but provided comments.
The objections arising from the consultation have been summarised and included at
Attachment 3, and include the City of Nedlands and the Department of Planning
response to each issue.
The City of Nedlands considered the proposed draft ODP approved by the WAPC for
advertising in February 2011 at its Council meeting of 24 May 2011. The Council
resolved to approve the ODP approved for advertising by the WAPC subject to a
number of conditions (included at Attachment 4). The table at Attachment 3
(Consultation and Issue Summary), which addresses the issues raised during the
public consultation, also details the view of the Department of Planning with regard to
each Council resolution.
The main issues raised during the public consultation and therefore addressed by the
City of Nedlands Resolutions relate to:
x
x
x
x
x

public open space;
pedestrian access;
future uses for Montgomery Hall;
access from St John’s Wood Boulevard; and
guarantees for the development of the historic buildings.
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These are addressed in the table at Attachment 3 and also under the ‘Planning
Considerations’ headings below.
OFFICER’S COMMENTS:
PLANNING CONTEXT
Metropolitan Region Scheme/ Town Planning Scheme
The subject land is zoned "Urban" under the Metropolitan Region Scheme. In the City
of Nedlands' TPS 2 the land is zoned "Development Zone" which requires the
preparation and adoption of an ODP prior to development. The zoning of the land in
TPS 2 is the result of Amendment No.158 to the scheme (gazetted on 8 November
2005), which included provisions in the scheme requiring the preparation of an ODP
and specific controls over the use and development of the site.
City of Nedlands Town Planning Scheme No.2
Amendment No.158 to the City of Nedlands TPS 2 included provisions that would
enable the site to be redeveloped in accordance with a Development Plan and
Development Guidelines. The Development Plan prepared for the site and guidelines
were incorporated by reference into the City's Scheme and included compliance with
the City's Local Planning Policy - 'Old Swanbourne Hospital Precinct' for the site.
The provisions of Clause 5.15 of TPS 2 relating to the OSH site require subdivision
and development to be generally in accordance with the Development Plan, a copy
of which is provided at Attachment 6, as the Development Plan is annexed to the
Local Planning Policy for the site. The Scheme requires the applicant to submit an
ODP for approval which will guide subdivision and development of the site.
(Attachment 7: Excerpt from TPS 2 - Clause 5.15)
Development Plan for the Old Swanbourne Hospital Precinct
The Development Plan for the site was prepared by Taylor Burrell Barnett on behalf
of the Department of Housing in 2005 and was developed through a consultation
process involving the community, stakeholders and a Working Group. As a result of
the consultation process, the Development Plan and Development Guidelines were
prepared and included in the Amendment document. The Development Plan is
included at Attachment 6 and further details can be found in the previous Report to
Committee (Attachment 8: Statutory Planning Committee Report dated 24 January
2011).
The proposed ODP which was advertised is generally consistent with the
Development Plan. The issues that have been raised by the City of Nedlands as
being non-compliant with the Development Plan relate to:
x POS provision for the site;
x private versus public land ownership in the central site; and
x the height limit to be placed on any new building to be constructed within the
group of the existing heritage buildings.
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Heritage Considerations
The site is listed on the State Register of Heritage Places as the 'Old Swanbourne
Hospital Conservation Area', pursuant to Division 2 of Part 5 of the Heritage of
Western Australia Act 1990 (‘the Heritage Act’). The hospital buildings on the site
are regarded as being of cultural heritage significance since they represent the
remnant core of the original Claremont Hospital for the Insane (subsequently known
as Swanbourne Hospital), have a landmark quality occupying a prominent site and
are visually dominant from the surrounding areas.
The subject site is also on the City of Nedlands Municipal Heritage Inventory as a
Category A, the highest level of protection identified. TPS 2 requires development to
be in accordance with a Government Heritage Property Disposal Process and
therefore a Heritage Agreement was signed in 2005 and the Conservation Plan was
updated in 2005. Part of the Conservation Plan is included the proposed ODP.
The ODP complies with the heritage requirements. The modification requested by the
City of Nedlands ensuring that the visual prominence of the heritage buildings is
protected and retained, with view corridors to and from the heritage buildings not to
be interfered with, is supported in keeping with the heritage significance of the site.
The ODP incorporates the Design Guidelines for the North and South subdivision
wings agreed at the subdivision approval stage in August 2010.
The Heritage Council of WA (HCWA) has been consulted throughout the ODP
process, in accordance with sections 11 and 78 of the Heritage Act, and has advised
the WAPC of its support of the ODP.
HCWA have initiated an Order under Section 38 of the Heritage Act which has the
power to remove the City of Nedlands powers with regard to the development of the
site. HCWA are yet to determine whether or not the order will be advanced.
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS
Public Open Space
The background of the issue of Public Open Space (POS) for the site can be found in
the previous Statutory Planning Committee Report dated 24 January 2011 at
Attachment 8.
The ODP proposes 2482m2 of POS in the western portion of the site. This accounts
for 10% of the gross subdivisible area of the subject site, which is in accordance with
the requirements of WAPC Policy DC 2.3 'Public Open Space in Residential Areas'.
A compromise proposal to include additional POS in the west of the site, extending
the boundary of the existing proposed POS eastwards towards Montgomery Hall, has
been recently discussed with the owner as a possible way to provide additional open
space. However, it has been concluded that this is not practical, as this is the only
area suitable for the parking requirements for any future use of Montgomery Hall, as
parking would not be able to be accommodated elsewhere on the site due to the
heritage protections and other constraints. Therefore it is not recommended that the
stance of the WAPC be changed.
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Access and Parking
The ODP proposes vehicular access and dual use paths through the site (see
Attachment 2). Vehicular access is proposed to be restricted to private use with 21
visitor parking bays, in accordance with the car parking requirements of TPS 2,
provided to service the proposed residences.
Pedestrian access is to be provided across the precinct generally along the routes
shown on the ODP map. The Development Plan proposed large areas of POS which
facilitated this. The recently advertised ODP proposed private open space, where
these pathways would be created via an easement for public access (in accordance
with section 196 of the Land Administration Act). However, the owner has raised
concern with regard to legal exposure and associated insurance costs that would be
borne by the strata company for the proposed residential units, arising from public
access on private land. A Public Access Way (PAW) is an alternative option for
providing access across the site, whereby land required for access is subdivided and
vested with the Local Authority.
On this basis, it is proposed to require that pedestrian access is to be provided
across the precinct generally along the routes shown on the ODP. With regard to the
tenure of land or method of providing the access, this is to be confirmed at the
detailed design stage of the landscaping plan which is required to be submitted.
The pedestrian access routes should provide for pedestrian and cyclist access
through the site and to allow public enjoyment of the heritage buildings. The detailed
design of the pathways and landscaping treatments will be addressed in the detailed
landscaping plan required for the site and this is to be prepared to the satisfaction of
the WAPC, in consultation with the HCWA and the City of Nedlands. Text to this
effect is to be included in the ODP document and map.
The proposed ODP access and parking provisions generally comply with the
requirements of the Development Plan, for public access to be provided to the site
and that access through the site is to be maintained and constructed in the form of
dual use pedestrian/cycle pathways (now referred to as shared access paths). It is
recommended that all references to dual use paths in the ODP be modified to shared
access paths.
Access from St John’s Wood Boulevard and Future Uses for Montgomery Hall
The community consultation process raised concern over vehicle access from St
John’s Wood Boulevard. Access from St John’s Wood Boulevard is not proposed.
The ODP states that Montgomery Hall may be used for a private community use
such as real tennis, cafe, meeting rooms, museum or rhythmic gymnastics, subject to
sufficient parking being available on site. The ODP also states that use of
Montgomery Hall needs to have regard to parking and traffic volumes, hours of use,
noise levels and heritage values of the building. As mentioned previously, the area
between Montgomery Hall and the POS is one of the only places where car parking
could be properly accommodated. There is a concern that if car parking for
Montgomery Hall is not considered in the ODP, the future ability to find an
appropriate use would be constrained.
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It is proposed to sensitively landscape this area, to allow for car parking to be
designed and constructed in such a way as to have minimal impact on the aesthetic
qualities of the heritage buildings. HCWA have indicated that they are agreeable to
such a proposal in principle, subject to the parking design being to their satisfaction.
It is proposed that access to the parking area be provided via the proposed vehicle
access point currently shown on the ODP map which is marked for service vehicles
only. It is proposed that there would be one access point to the parking area and
then branches off to provide access for service vehicles to the Montgomery Hall
undercroft area.
Development of the Historic Buildings
The community consultation process raised concern that there are no guarantees
incorporated within the ODP to oblige the development of the historic buildings.
However, the landowner has an obligation to conserve the Heritage Buildings under
the Heritage Agreement. The landowner has an obligation under TPS 2 which
requires development to be in accordance with a Government Heritage Property
Disposal Process, which requires a Conservation Plan and Heritage Agreement for
the site, prior to the commencement of development. The Heritage Agreement,
signed in 2006, requires conservation works to be completed within a certain
timeframe, being 2 years for designated urgent works, up to 5 years for less urgent
works and up to 10 years for long term works. These works are clearly defined within
the Heritage Agreement in the Schedule of Conservation Works section.
The ODP also states that the Council and Department of Planning are to have regard
to the Revised Conservation Plan, Heritage Agreement and advice from HCWA when
assessing proposed DAPs and development or subdivision applications.
New Courtyard Building
The ODP proposes that a new building may be constructed in the heritage buildings
courtyard, and that the scale of this building would be consistent with the scale of the
existing heritage buildings that form the courtyard. There has been an ongoing
dialogue between the applicant and the City of Nedlands to establish a height limit for
the proposed new building. Details of the history of this element can be found in the
previous report to this Committee included at Attachment 8.
HCWA have advised that they would support a new building in the courtyard, the
main consideration being that that any new courtyard building should not be visible
over the roofline of the existing heritage buildings forming the central courtyard.
Therefore it is recommended that the ODP be updated to reflect this.
ODP Map and Land Ownership
The ODP approved for advertising by the WAPC in February 2011 depicted
examples of landscaping and buildings which are not appropriate for an Outline
Development Plan. The Detailed Area Plans (DAP) required for each character area
will include detailed design guidelines for the assessment of future development
applications.
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The style of map presented in the original ODP which was submitted to the City of
Nedlands in May 2010 and which they submitted to the WAPC to request approval
for advertising shows the outline of the heritage buildings, curtilage, pedestrian and
vehicular access routes, public and private open space, trees to be protected and
has accompanying text and it is recommended that this style of map be used in the
final ODP. As there have been several iterations of the map throughout the ODP
process, to avoid confusion, the map at Attachment 2 has the most correct elements
and therefore should be used as the basis for the final ODP map, with modifications
to the text as is specified in the ‘Schedule of Modifications’ below at Attachment 9.
The land classification plan was included in the ODP for advertising to clearly
represent the proposed ownership throughout the site and facilitate comments during
the consultation period. As this has been achieved it is recommended the plan is
removed from the final ODP document as the main ODP map will show private and
public spaces and proposed public access throughout the site.
CONCLUSION
The ODP is consistent with the planning undertaken for the locality and consultation
has been taken into account. It is suitable as a guide to facilitate subdivision and/or
development. It is accordingly recommended that the WAPC grant final approval of
the ODP subject to:
x the Schedule of Modifications at Attachment 9; and
x the Plan at Attachment 2, incorporating the changes required in the ‘ODP
Plan’ section of the Schedule of Modifications, being adopted as the ODP
Plan.
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ATTACHMENT 3: CONSULTATION AND ISSUE SUMMARY
Item

1

Issues Raised
ODP is unclear how
the public rights across
the site will be secured
in perpetuity.

City of Nedlands Response
Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:

DoP Response
Pedestrian and cyclist access will be provided
across the site generally along the routes
shown on the ODP map.

The land needed for dual use access
purposes through the site be in public
ownership so as to ensure that public
access through the site is maintained in
perpetuity. [Condition 1(iv)]

The pathways will be created via either an
easement for public access or a PAW.
The routes should provide for pedestrian and
cyclist access through the site and to allow
public enjoyment of the heritage buildings.
The detailed design of the pathways and
landscaping treatments and placement of
associated easements will be addressed in
the landscape plan to be submitted at the the
Detailed Area Plan (DAP) stage for the
Heritage Buildings area.
The text of the ODP is to state that the DAP
for the Heritage Buildings is to be prepared to
the satisfaction of the WAPC on the advice of
the City of Nedlands and the Heritage Council
of WA.

2

The proposed ODP
reflects a shortfall in
amount of public open
space compared to the
requirements of the
2005 Development
Plan.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provisions:

The ODP states that the minimum amount of
Public Open Space to be ceded is 10% of the
total site area, being 2,482m2.

(i) An additional amount of 7441m2
public open space be provided on site
ideally in the location as shown on the
2005 development plan or in a
configuration as agreed with the City, so
that the total amount of Public Open
Space on the site is 9923m2 as shown
in the 2005 development plan and
required under Town Planning Scheme
No. 2 (TPS2) and flagged in advice
notes 1 attached to subdivision
approvals WAPC131108 and
WAPC131109 dated 24 February 2010.
[Condition 1(i)]

Each provision is addressed below:
(i) The amount of Public Open Space
proposed by the ODP (2,482m2 in the
western portion of the site) accounts for 10%
of the gross subdivisible area of the subject
site, which is in accordance with the
requirements of WAPC Policy DC 2.3 'Public
Open Space in Residential Areas'.
(ii) This suggestion cannot be achieved
through the ODP process. The WAPC is the
final authority with regard to the ceding of
Public Open Space.

(ii) A provision be included in the final
ODP to ensure that the City retains a
role in the negotiation process to
determine public open space on site.
[Condition 1(ii)]
3

Concern over future
use of Montgomery
Hall and parking
requirements.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: ‘The ODP addresses the
question of a future use for Montgomery
Hall and provides for the future parking
needs for this use on site or
alternatively provides an area on site
where future parking needs of
Montgomery Hall could be
accommodated.’
[Condition 1(v)]

The ODP states that Montgomery Hall may be
used for a private community use such as real
tennis, cafe, meeting rooms, museum or
rhythmic gymnastics, subject to sufficient
parking being available on site. The area
between Montgomery Hall and the POS is
one of the only places where car parking
could be properly accommodated and there is
a concern that if car parking for Montgomery
Hall is not considered in the ODP, the future
ability to find an appropriate use would be
constrained. Therefore it is proposed to
sensitively landscape this area, to allow for
car parking to be designed and constructed in
such a way as to have minimal impact on the
aesthetic qualities of the heritage buildings.
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4

5

6

Public access around
the heritage buildings
should be provided to
the entire grounds,
with legal protection to
ensure that public
access is protected to
all of the areas around
the heritage buildings
in perpetuity.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: A pedestrian access way
along the eastern side of Montgomery
Hall be provided so that full public
access to the exterior of the building
remains.

Concern that private
open space area will
be developed in future.

The provision of open space within the
site other than the 2482m2 in the
western portion of the lot was intended
to contribute to the amenity of the
development site by helping to meet
objectives such as ensuring that the
historic buildings are located within a
park like environment, are not being
built out and retaining view corridors
and remain physically accessible to the
public. Accordingly the loss of these
public open spaces is not acceptable.

[Condition 1(vi)]

Refer to response for Item 1 above.
Public access along the eastern side of
Montgomery Hall will not be provided. The
space along the eastern side of Montgomery
Hall forms a narrow laneway and has been
identified with regard to crime prevention
issues. It is also in close proximity to
proposed private residences and therefore it
is considered inappropriate to require that
public access be provided at this point.
The Conservation Plan for the site states:
x ‘the open areas of the Administration
Building and west of Montgomery Hall
should be retained and no new
building should be constructed in
these spaces’; and
x ‘views of Montgomery Hall from the
west and the Administration Building
from the east should not be
obstructed.’
The General Provisions text in the ODP states
“To ensure that the visual prominence of the
Heritage Buildings is protected and retained,
view corridors to and from the heritage
buildings must not be interfered with, so that
the profile of the buildings when viewed at
close range or from a distance remains
unchanged.”
Proposed vehicle access points are shown on
the ODP Plan.

No vehicle access /
visitor parking from St
John’s Wood
Boulevard.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: There shall be no vehicle
access to and from the site via St
John’s Wood Boulevard, Abbey
Gardens, Charles Lane or Hamilton
Gardens unless otherwise provided in
this ODP.
[Condition 1 (viii) (c)]

7

The profile of the
heritage buildings to
remain unspoilt.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
The following words “so that view
corridors to and from the historic
building from all sides are retained” are
added to the sentence in the ODP “High
quality open space treatments are
required, commensurate with the quality
of the redevelopment of the Heritage
Buildings”.
[Condition 1(viii)(i)]

Refer to response for Item 5 above.

8

Vehicle access to the
historic buildings
should not be from
Charles Lane.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provisions:
The Land Classification Plan is
amended so that the area to the north
of Charles Lane Extension is shown as
open space and not road reserve.
[Condition 1 (vii) (a)]

The Land Classification Plan will not form part
of the ODP.

Text to include “There shall be no
vehicle access to and from the site via
St John’s Wood Boulevard, Abbey
Gardens, Charles Lane or Hamilton
Gardens unless otherwise provided in

Access from Abbey Gardens is to be shown
as an additional access point on the ODP as
this is required to facilitate access to a parking
area for Montgomery Hall.

The land is shown on the ODP map as open
space, with no vehicle access to the historic
buildings from Charles Lane indicated.
Land will be vested with the Council whether it
is road reserve or public open space,
therefore this is not required.
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this ODP.”
9

Concern over building
height in courtyard
area. Height of
proposed new building
in the courtyard is to
be more specific and
be limited not to
exceed the height of
the historic buildings.

[Condition 1 (viii) (c)]

Do not agree. The height of any new
building in the courtyard at
approximately 10m was prescribed by
the SAT decision. The current provision
regarding height for any central building
is therefore deemed to be acceptable.

The building height is to be limited so that it
shall not be visible over the roofline of the
existing heritage buildings forming the
courtyard from any point on the perimeter of
the site.
The scale of the building would be consistent
with the scale of the existing heritage
buildings that form the courtyard.
This approach is supported by the Heritage
Council and the text will be amended reflect
this.

10

11

12

13

14

The ODP should
"delineate" (rather than
"inform") a set of
detailed action plans.
Development is to be
carried out "strictly as
described" (rather than
"in accordance with the
principles") in this
document.
Complaint that
subdivision approval
was granted by the
WAPC for the north
and south wing prior to
the ODP over the
entire site having been
finalised.
Complaint that the
developer knew about
the 2005 Development
Plan which took into
account the
community’s views
when the site was
purchased but has not
been followed.
Proposal represents
the developers interest
at the expense of
amenity of the existing
area.

Do not agree, because the nature of an
ODP is to provide a measure of
flexibility and elevating its status as
proposed would be contrary to its
nature.

Vehicle access to the
site is of concern. In
particular:
(i) Access from
Charles Lane for the
majority of newly
created lots in the
southern subdivision
wing is unacceptable.
The load should have
been spread over
Charles Lane and

(i) As the subdivision has been
approved in its current configuration
there is no scope to amend the
subdivision layout to provide additional
access points to the south wing. This
issue has been acknowledged by the
City and the redesign of the existing
Charles Lane is to be dealt with by
Traffic Management Committee.

Any proposal for a building in this area will
require approval from the Heritage Council
and this will ensure that the design and height
is appropriate.
An ODP is by definition a framework to guide
future development.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted.

Noted. The proposed ODP is generally
consistent with the Development Plan. The
issues that have been raised by the City of
Nedlands as being non compliant with the
Development Plan relate to: public open
space provision for the site, private versus
public land ownership in the central site and
the height limit to be placed on the possible
central courtyard building.
The Precinct is listed on the State Register of
Heritage Places and aside from the buildings,
the roads, trees and spaces between the
buildings are also protected. Any proposed
development is required to be in keeping with
the Heritage Agreement and Conservation
Plan and referred to HCWA as part of the
statutory approval process.
(i) The subdivision has been approved in its
current configuration.

Noted.

(ii) Refer to LG response for Item 2
above.

(ii) Refer to DoP response for Item 2 above.
(iii) The subdivision has been approved and
access roads built in the approved
configuration.
(iv) The impact on Mooro Drive is minimal
and it is unlikely to be affected by any
development at the site.
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Heritage Lane.
(ii) Potential negative
impact on the traffic
flow of the area
particularly St John’s
Wood Boulevard once
a use for Montgomery
Hall and associated
parking needs become
a reality.
(iii) The access ways
that service the new
subdivisions from
Charles Street and
Abbey Gardens are
too narrow to cope
with large vehicles
such as waste
management trucks,
construction vehicles
or furniture delivery
trucks.
(iv) Additional traffic
along Mooro Drive
particularly
construction vehicles
and trucks over the
development period.
The stage of
Montgomery hall
should not be
demolished or
removed.

(iii) As the subdivision has been
approved in its current configuration
there is no scope to amend the
subdivision layout to provide wider
access ways in the north and south
wing subdivisions.
(iv) Not relevant concern. The impact
on Mooro Drive is minimal given its size
and alignment given its location within
the residential area it is unlikely to be
affected by any development at the
hospital site.

A provision to this effect is provided
within the proposed draft ODP which
states that ‘Existing Heritage Buildings
are to be retained’ and the property is
listed under the State Heritage List.

The Heritage Council does not support the
removal of the arch or stage within
Montgomery Hall.

This comment has no merit as the ODP
does not propose the demolition of the
historic buildings for the construction of
high rise buildings.

The ODP does not propose the demolition of
the historic buildings for the construction of
high rise buildings.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: ‘Provisions are incorporated
into the ODP to impose a relationship
between the development of the historic
buildings following the sale of the
vacant blocks in the north and south
wings so that the developer is legally
bound to link the sale of the north and
south wings to the development of the
historic building and in this way
guarantees are put in place to ensure
that the historic buildings will be
developed within an agreed timeframe.’
[Condition 1 (iii)]

The landowner has an obligation to do this
under the Heritage Agreement.

The historic buildings are protected by their
State and Local heritage listings.

Demolition of any part
of the historic buildings
is not acceptable.

16

One submission
objects to the
‘demolition of heritage
buildings to be
replaced by high rise
buildings’.
There are no
guarantees
incorporated within the
ODP to oblige the
development of the
historic buildings.

The landowner has an obligation under TPS2
which requires development to be in
accordance with a Government Heritage
Property Disposal Process, which includes the
requirement for a Conservation Plan and
Heritage Agreement for the site, prior to the
commencement of development.
The Heritage Agreement, signed in 2006,
requires conservation works to be completed
within a certain timeframe, being 2 years for
designated urgent works, up to 5 years for
less urgent works and up to 10 years for long
term works. These works are clearly defined
within the Heritage Agreement in the
Schedule of Conservation Works section.
The ODP states that the Council and
Department of Planning are to have regard to
the Revised Conservation Plan, Heritage
Agreement and advice from the HCWA when
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assessing proposed DAPs and development
or subdivision applications.
17

The pathway linking
the existing pedestrian
network at the end of
The Marlows with a
path continuing down
Heritage Lane shown
on the 2005
Development Plan has
been deleted from the
proposed ODP.
It is misleading to state
that the area is "well
serviced" by local
public open space,
when the overall POS
for St Johns Wood
estate falls below
normal recommended
levels.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: A shared access path is
provided to link The Marlows and
Heritage Lane.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: The document text be
amended to reflect the following: ‘it is
misleading to state that the area is well
serviced by public open space as there
is in fact a shortfall in POS when
compared the 10% required by State
legislation and policy’.
[Condition 2 (a)]

Noted.

19

Access to public
transport is overstated.
There is no bus stop
on The Marlows.
These routes do not
provide access to
Swanbourne beach.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: The document text be
amended to reflect the following:
‘access to public transport is overstated
as in reality exclusive reliance on public
transport in Mt Claremont is not
practical as the area is poorly serviced
with limited bus services.’
[Condition 2 (b)]

There are bus stops located within a 5-10
minute walk of the site.

20

School children must
be able to access the
site from Heritage
Lane.

The matter has been noted and the City
has resolved to refer the following
proposal to the City’s Traffic
Management Committee to evaluate
implementation feasibility: Install a
maned crosswalk along Heritage Lane
to allow pedestrian movement to John
XXIII College from the subject site via
Heritage Lane.
[Condition 3 (i)(a)]

Pedestrian and cyclist access to the site is
provided from Heritage Lane.

21

John XXIII College is
described as being
approximately 1km
east of the proposed
development. The
College boundary is
adjacent and school
buildings are only
200m from the site.
The developer has not
approached the
College to discuss
development.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision: The document text be
amended to reflect the following ‘John
XXIII College is not located
approximately 1km to the east from the
site, but borders onto the subject site.’
[Condition 2 (c)]

Noted.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
There shall be no link between Heritage
Lane throughout the site to the North or
South Wings which would enable
vehicular access to or from Heritage
lane to or from any other existing public

The City have requested this provision to be
included in the text of the ODP to provide
safeguards for minor changes to the ODP in
the future. This is considered unnecessary.
Vehicle access routes are shown on the ODP
map as at Appendix 2 and this is considered
sufficient.

18

The ODP shows a pedestrian and cycle
shared access path which links with the Public
Access Way path that exists between the site
and The Marlows.

[Condition 1 (vii)(b)]

10% of the site is provided as Public Open
Space.
The text refers to nearby parks including
Hamilton Park, Mooro Park and Pine Tree
Park.

The ODP text should be amended to include
this.
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road.

[Condition 1(viii)(a)]

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
An additional vehicle access point can
be provided from Heritage Lane south
of Circular Drive.
[Condition 1(viii)(b)]

This is to be shown on the ODP Map.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
The curtilage areas are to be retained
for the purposes of:
1) providing public access throughout
the site;
2) retaining the conservation values of
the buildings;
3) providing a visual separation
between the heritage buildings and
other development; and
4) providing limited parking.

The ODP map states “The curtilage shall be
retained for providing public access
throughout the site, retaining conservation
values of the buildings and for visual
separation between the heritage buildings and
other development.”

[Condition 1(viii)(d)(1), (2), (3) and
(4)]

As indicated on the ODP, the curtilage is to
maintain a width of 23m between the Northern
Subdivision Wing and a width of 20m between
the Southern Subdivision Wing and the
existing heritage buildings.
The treatment of the curtilage will be
addressed via DAP, development and
landscaping plans at the development
application stage.
The curtilage is envisaged to be a parklike
pedestrian environment, and therefore it is
unlikely that parking will be proposed.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
No above ground structure of any type
including moveable furniture and
equipment will be permitted in the
curtilage areas unless approved as part
of the landscape masterplan.
[Condition 1(viii)(e)]

A detailed landscape plan for the whole site is
required to be prepared at the Detailed Area
Plan stage.

Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
The levels within all curtilage areas
shall not be altered by more than
500mm calculated from the Natural
Ground Level shown on the
Development Plan.
[Condition 1(viii)(f)]
Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
The full extent of the curtilage area may
be given up by the developer free of
cost as a reserve for which the City has
care, control and management.
[Condition 1(viii)(g)]
Council resolution to condition support
of ODP on addition of the following
provision:
Circular Drive remain accessible to the
public at all times and shall not be
gated.
[Condition 1(viii)(h)]

This provision is included in the City’s Local
Planning Policy.

The text of the ODP is to state that the
landscape plan and DAP for the Heritage
Buildings is to be prepared to the satisfaction
of the WAPC on the advice of the City of
Nedlands and the Heritage Council of WA.

This level of detail will be dealt with as part of
the Landscape Masterplan.

This provision is included in the City’s Local
Planning Policy.
This is a statement and is not considered
appropriate to include in the ODP.

It is not considered appropriate to include this
provision.
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Attachment 9
SCHEDULE OF MODIFICATIONS:
OLD SWANBOURNE HOSPITAL OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
These modifications refer to the ODP text submitted to the WAPC by the City of
Nedlands in September 2010 and included at Attachment 5 of this report.

GENERAL
1.

Remove the Land Classification Plan from the ODP documentation.

2.

Replace all references to the “dual use path” in the Outline Development
Plan with “shared access path”.

PART 1 - STATUTORY PLANNING
OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AREA
3.

Add after the text “John XXIII College”: “borders the site to the east, and”.

DETAILED AREA PLANS
4.

The following text is to be added:
“The DAP for the Heritage Buildings is to be prepared to the satisfaction of
the WAPC on the advice of the City of Nedlands and the Heritage Council
of WA.”

GUIDING PRINCIPLES AND DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS
GENERAL PROVISIONS
5.

In the "Heritage" section, the following text is to be inserted:
"All existing heritage buildings on the site are required to be retained and
conserved in situ, given their inclusion on the State Register.
To ensure that the visual prominence of the Heritage Buildings is
protected and retained, view corridors to and from the heritage buildings
must not be interfered with, so that the profile of the buildings when
viewed at close range or from a distance remains unchanged.
Circular Drive and the tree to the immediate north along with the trees
along the northern boundary and along Heritage Lane have been
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identified as having heritage significance and are required to be retained.
The detailed landscaping plan is required to identify those trees on site
and any other existing trees that will be retained, and indicate measures to
protect those trees during and after construction.
The development and conservation of the heritage buildings are to be to
the satisfaction of the Heritage Council of Western Australia."
6.

In the "Public and Private Open Space" section, the existing text is to be
deleted and replaced with the following:
"A total contribution of 2482m2 of Public Open Space is to be provided for
the site as part of the subdivision approvals granted in 2010 for the
northern and southern subdivision wings.
All Public Open Space shall be ceded free of cost to the Crown under
Section 152 of the Planning and Development Act 2005, with the intention
that the land will become a reserve for which the City will have care,
control and management.
All Public Open Space must be landscaped to a high standard to protect
and enhance the profile of Montgomery Hall and existing viewing
corridors, in accordance with plans approved by the City.
The Public Open Space is to provide for pedestrian/cycle access, and
landscaping, lighting and public art, and may incorporate things such as a
playground.
No parking shall be permitted in this area.
A landscape plan for the Heritage Buildings area including the Public
Open Space located to the west of Montgomery Hall, must be prepared in
consultation with the City and the Heritage Council of WA as part of the
Detailed Area Plan stage. The landscaping plan is to be prepared to the
satisfaction of the WAPC. The approved landscaping plan is to be
implemented by the Developer to the satisfaction of the City as a condition
of development approval.
The landscape plan must indicate what treatments (e.g. plantings, "hard"
landscaping) are proposed for the curtilage areas, any private open space
areas within the site, and for road verges bounding the site. The verge
planting for Abbey Gardens must be such that it prevents parking within
the road verge.
High quality open space treatments are required, commensurate with the
quality of the redevelopment of the heritage buildings. An indication of the
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type of landscaping considered appropriate to elements of the site are
included overleaf."
REFER TO FIGURE
MONTGOMERY HALL
7.

8.

4

-

PUBLIC

OPEN

SPACE

WEST

OF

In the "Vehicle Movement" section:
(i)

The first sentence is to be replaced with "Vehicle access is to be
provided across the Precinct along the routes shown on the ODP."

(ii)

Delete "Service vehicles are only permitted to access the Precinct
via Abbey Gardens" and replace with "Service vehicles servicing
Montgomery Hall may use Abbey Gardens to access only
Montgomery Hall. Service vehicle parking bays may be provided
adjacent to Montgomery Hall. The use of these bays is to be
regulated."

(iii)

Delete "The proposed vehicle access to the Southern Subdivision
Wing will also limit traffic movement along Hamilton Gardens which
was previously raised as a concern by existing residents on
Hamilton Gardens."

In the "Parking" section, the existing text is to be deleted and replaced
with the following:
"All car parking requirements for all future residents and their visitors shall
be provided on the site. As far as possible parking shall be provided out of
sight such as undercroft parking or at-grade, under the covered way
adjacent to the Stores and around Circular Drive.
At grade parking shall not be covered unless it is provided in an area
where the roof cover has already been provided.
Parking demand will need to be calculated at the development application
stage once the proposed use and design of the site has been finalised."

9.

In the “Curtilage” section:
(i)

Delete the first sentence.

(ii)

Replace “The curtilage may include a 3.0m wide dual use path.
Refer to FIGURE 7 – INDICATIVE DUAL USE PATH CROSS
SECTION” with “The curtilage is to include a 3.0m wide shared
access path. Refer to FIGURE 7 – SHARED ACCESS PATH
CROSS SECTION”.
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10.

Insert a “Public Access” section, with the following text:
“Pedestrian and cyclist access will be provided across the Precinct
generally along the routes shown on the ODP. The pathways will be
created via an easement for public access or the creation of a Public
Access Way (PAW).
The shared paths should provide for pedestrian and cyclist access through
the site and to allow public enjoyment of the heritage buildings.
Shared access paths shall be constructed in coloured aggregate to blend
into the heritage character of the site and soften the visual impact of the
paths. The developer will be required to landscape the accessways and
include street furniture in appropriate locations.
All shared access paths on site must be separate from vehicle access and
shall integrate with the existing pedestrian network.
The detailed design and placement of the shared access paths will be
addressed as part of the detailed landscaping plan required as part of the
Detailed Area Plan (DAP) for the Heritage Buildings area.”
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

11.

Insert “and have been supported by the City of Nedlands at its meeting of
22 June 2010 as shown below:” at the end of the existing text.

DESIGN GUIDELINES
Section 3: Specific Development Requirements
(i)

12.

Northern subdivision wing design guidelines (6 lot residential
subdivision)

Delete: “Site Planning: Amalgamation or subdivision is not permitted.
Relocation of amendment of front fences/gate will not be permitted.”
Section 4: General Design Requirements

13.

Insert “Mandatory Provisions” to the title.

14.

Insert a “Lot Levels” provision, below the “Eave Requirements”, with the
following text:
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“Lot levels shall not be altered except in relation to the finished floor level
of the ground floor slab which shall not be increased by more than 300mm
from the relative lot levels depicted on the respective detailed area plan.”
15.

In the “Fences” provision, insert the following text:
“The developer shall provide open style fencing on all boundaries facing
the heritage building, and abutting areas of public open space, unless
otherwise specified in these guidelines. The maximum height of these
fences shall be in accordance with the requirements for front fences as
specified in the Residential Design Codes. The maximum height of the
solid portion of the fences and any other structure (letterbox etc) shall not
exceed 500mm.
All rear fences shall be 1.8m maximum height. Rear fencing shall be
setback 1.5m from the road reserve boundary adjacent to the bin pad
location as depicted for each property on the detailed area plans.
Side and rear fencing shall be constructed in materials, colours and style
to match and complement the dwelling.”

16.

The text after the “Waste Management” provision is to be modified as
shown in Attachment 5, until the section ‘Residential Dwellings’. The text
in this section is to read:
“The number of dwellings to be accommodated in the existing heritage
buildings will be determined at the development application stage.”

17.

The text in the ‘New Courtyard Building’ section is to read:
“A new building may be constructed in the heritage buildings courtyard,
limited in height so that the building should not be visible over the roofline
of the existing heritage buildings forming the central courtyard from any
point on the perimeter of the site. The scale of the buildings should be
consistent with the scale of the existing heritage buildings that form the
courtyard. The design of the new courtyard building is to be to the
satisfaction of the Heritage Council of Western Australia in consultation
with the City of Nedlands.”

PART 2 – EXPLANATORY REPORT
OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN OUTLINE
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
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18.

Delete the sentence “The final amount of the site to be ceded free as
Public Open Space is to be determined through negotiations with the
Western Australian Planning Commission, the City of Nedlands and the
landowner.”

ODP PLAN
19.

The ODP Plan to be used as the basis for these modifications is provided
at Attachment 2.

20.

Redesign the yellow arrow at the north of Montgomery Hall to show one
access point to the proposed parking area, which branches off to provide
access for service vehicles to the Montgomery Hall undercroft area.

21.

Provide the following annotations on the Plan, linked to the relevant
portion(s) of that Plan:
"North Wing
x

See ODP text for information.
Heritage Buildings and East Wing

x

Provide access to the site for cyclists and pedestrians.

x

A landscape plan is to be prepared in consultation with the City of
Nedlands and the Heritage Council of WA, to the satisfaction of the
WAPC, as part of the Detailed Area Plan stage. The landscape plan is to
show detailed design of pathways and landscaping treatments.
Circular Drive

x

Protect view corridor to and from the Administration Building.

x

Design to be sensitive to the heritage character of the building i.e.
coloured pavement, minimum carriageway width, landscaping.

x

Visitor parking to be located on the outer edge of Circular Drive.
Public Access

x

A high level of public access within the site shall be maintained. Shared
access paths are to be provided across the site and shall integrate with
the existing pedestrian and cycle network established beyond the site.
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South Wing
x

See ODP text for information.
Existing Hospital Buildings

x

Conversion to Residential.

x

Possible cafe, Arts/Community uses.

x

Possible parking in or under the courtyard.

x

Possible residential building in the courtyard.
Montgomery Hall

x

Retain heritage values.

x

Possible uses: a private community use e.g. real tennis, cafe, meeting
rooms, museum or rhythmic gymnastics.

x

Use of Montgomery Hall needs to have regard to parking and traffic
volumes, noise levels and heritage values of the building.

x

Montgomery Hall is not to be used for residential purposes.

x

Access to Montgomery Hall undercroft for service access only.

x

Heritage Council does not support the removal of the arch or stage within
Montgomery Hall.

x

Two (2) courtyard areas of 110m2 each may be provided north and south
of Montgomery Hall.

x

The interior of Montgomery Hall is of considerable significance and should
not be subdivided into smaller spaces.

x

Area between POS and Montgomery Hall can be sensitively landscaped
to allow for car parking, to be designed and constructed in such a way as
to have minimal impact on the aesthetic qualities of the heritage buildings,
to the satisfaction of the Heritage Council of WA.
Public Open Space (West Wing)

x

Landscaping of the POS to the west of Montgomery Hall to protect and
enhance the profile of Montgomery Hall and existing view corridors.
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x

Maintain and enhance pedestrian/cycle access.

x

No parking shall be permitted in this area.

x

Landscaping plan to be prepared as part of the Detailed Area Plan stage
in consultation with the City and approved by the City for implementation
by the Developer prior to vesting.
New Courtyard Building

x

A new building may be constructed in the heritage buildings courtyard,
limited in height so that the building should not be visible over the roofline
of the existing heritage buildings forming the central courtyard from any
point on the perimeter of the site.
Curtilage

x

Curtilage shall be retained for providing public access across the site,
retaining conservation values of the buildings, and for visual separation
between heritage buildings and other development."
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ITEM NO: 9.2
ENDORSEMENT OF OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN - LOT
9508 RAVENDALE DRIVE, DUDLEY PARK, CITY OF
MANDURAH
WAPC OR COMMITTEE:

Statutory Planning Committee

REPORTING AGENCY:
REPORTING OFFICER:
AUTHORISING OFFICER:

Department of Planning
Planning Manager Peel Region
A/Executive Director Perth, Peel and South West
Planning and Strategy Division
G
SPN/0301/1
July 2011
Attachment 1 – Location Plan
Attachment 2 - ODP
Attachment 3 - Schedule of Submissions
Urban
City of Mandurah
Urban Development
Approved with modifications
Peel Region
8 April 2011
89
Request for endorsement of Outline Development
Plan
Lot 9508 Ravendale Drive, Coodanup

AGENDA PART:
FILE NO:
DATE:
ATTACHMENT(S):

REGION SCHEME ZONING:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
LOCAL SCHEME ZONING:
LGA RECOMMENDATION:
REGION DESCRIPTOR:
RECEIPT DATE:
PROCESS DAYS:
APPLICATION TYPE:
CADASTRAL REFERENCE:

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Western Australian Planning Commission resolves to:
1.

endorse the Outline Development Plan for Lot 9508 Ravendale Drive,
Dudley Park, subject to the following modifications:
a)

the density codings being modified as follows:
i)
R30 for the lots fronting Ravendale Drive;
ii) R35 for the lots 6-8, 23-28 and 33; and
ii) R40 for the balance of the site;

b)

ODP note 2 and the associated symbol being deleted, remaining
provisions to be renumbered accordingly;
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c)
d)

e)

f)

2.

the noise mitigation provisions at note 6 being expanded to include
proposed Lot 24;
the Detailed Area Plan provisions at note 11 being expanded to
include reference to proposed Lots 23 and 24 abutting the pedestrian
access way;
the pedestrian access way being increased to four metres in width
and straightened;
inclusion of the following notation:
'The Federal government has determined that this proposal
constitutes a 'controlled action' and requires approval under the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act'.

advise the City of Mandurah of its decision accordingly.

SUMMARY:
The key points relating to this report are as follows:
x

x
x
x

The City of Mandurah requests the Western Australian Planning Commission's
(WAPC) approval of an Outline Development Plan (ODP) for a 1.7 hectare site,
south of the Mandurah Road/Pinjarra Road intersection (Attachment 1 –
Location Plan).
The ODP has been subject of a State Administrative Tribunal Review, as a
result of Council’s refusal to initially advertise and subsequently to adopt the
ODP due to concerns regarding the proposed density and layout.
Four objections were received during advertising, primarily relating to the
proposed residential density and increased traffic.
It is recommended that the ODP be approved, subject to minor modifications.

BACKGROUND:
The site was created as a result of historical subdivision of the Dudley Park estate,
and incorporates a narrow strip of land between Mandurah Road and the Catholic
College linking the site to Public Open Space Reserve 39652.
In March 2010, Amendment 105 to TPS3 was gazetted, rezoning the site from
‘Residential R17.5’ to ‘Urban Development’, requiring preparation of an ODP prior to
development.
In April 2010, Council refused consent to advertise an ODP for the site, on the basis
that the R40 density proposed was excessive and the single access point would
adversely impact residential dwellings opposite the site. The proponent sought a
review of this decision through the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).
In August 2010, Council granted consent to advertise a modified ODP for the site,
with a slightly reduced yield and larger lots fronting Ravendale Drive.
In November 2010, Council refused to grant final approval to the ODP, for the
reasons outlined in it's earlier refusal. The proponent sought a review of this decision
through the SAT.
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In February 2011, as an outcome of mediation, Council reconsidered its decision and
resolved to adopt a modified ODP for final approval.
LEGISLATION / STRATEGIC PLAN / POLICY:
Legislation
Section:

Planning and Development Act 2005
City of Mandurah TPS No. 3
7.11.3.10

Strategic Plan
Strategic Goal:
Outcomes:
Strategies:

Planning
Planned Local Communities developing a sense of place
Encourage innovation in the design of communities

Policy
Number and / or Name:

Directions 2031 and Beyond
State Planning Policy 3 - 'Urban Growth and Settlement'
State Planning Policy 5.4 ‘Road and Rail Transport Noise
and Freight Considerations in Land Use Planning’

KEY ELEMENTS OF PLAN:
The ODP adopted by Council proposes the following:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

43 residential lots comprising:
x 28 lots with a R30/40 density code
x 10 slightly larger lots with a R30/35 density codes for the purpose of
vegetation retention, and
x five lots fronting Ravendale Drive with an R25/30 density code;
internal road access via a single entry point from Ravendale Drive;
noise attenuation measures addressing Mandurah Road; and
continuation of an existing dual use path adjacent to Mandurah Road.

PLANNING CONTEXT:
The local planning scheme (LPS) requires preparation of an ODP prior to subdivision
or development within the ‘Urban Development’ zone, addressing, inter alia, major
land uses, subdivision and development standards.
SUBMISSIONS AND CONSULTATION:
The ODP was advertised for public comment during July and August 2010, with four
submissions received. The issues raised are presented at Attachment 3, together
with Council’s and DoP’s comments.
DISCUSSION:
The ODP adopted by Council has been subject to the following modifications as a
result of mediation, compared to that originally submitted for approval in April 2010:
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i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

the density coding has been reduced from R40 to a R25 - R40 range, with a
corresponding yield reduction of 4 lots;
larger lots are proposed to front Ravendale Drive, to maintain the established
streetscape;
larger lots within the site provide opportunities for vegetation retention; and
provision for a three-metre setback to Mandurah Road allows for continuation
of the dual use path network adjacent to the site's northern site boundary.

Density and streetscape
The density proposed is consistent with existing R40 development to the west of the
site, and is appropriate given the site's proximity to amenities including schools,
proposed commercial development and public open space. The proposed layout
provides for improved streetscape outcomes, consistent with surrounding residential
development.
Singular density codings are recommended to remove ambiguity, maintain the lot
yield outcome negotiated through the SAT process, and clarify subdivision
requirements, noting that ODP note 11 requires preparation of Detailed Area Plans at
subdivision stage to address appropriate development standards
Access and footpath network
The proposed access and rear-loaded lots fronting Ravendale Drive are supported
as mechanisms to reduce the likelihood of pedestrian and vehicular conflict, given
the site’s proximity to Mandurah Catholic College.
The ODP makes provision for extension of an existing dual use path (DUP) adjacent
to Mandurah Road, which currently terminates at a pedestrian overpass to the east of
the site in Reserve 39652. The City of Mandurah intend to fund continuation of the
DUP west of Lot 9508 to the Leslie Street intersection in due course.
A footpath through the site is proposed to link Ravendale Drive to the extended DUP
via a pedestrian access way (PAW). These measures are supported to improve the
site's permeability. The PAW has a width of approximately 3 metres, which is
considerably less than the 8 metres recommended in Development Control Policy 2.6
- Residential Road Planning. It is not considered necessary for a short PAW of about
20 metres in length to achieve a width of 8 metres. A better outcome would be for
the PAW to be widened out to 4 metres and straightened.
Traffic and Road Noise
The site is adjacent to Mandurah Road, which is classified as a primary freight road
in State Planning Policy 5.4 ‘Road and Rail Transport Noise and Freight
Considerations in Land Use Planning’. The policy's noise criteria applies where new
noise-sensitive development, such as residential dwellings are proposed in the
vicinity of major roads.
MRWA provided comments at rezoning stage regarding Mandurah Road access,
traffic noise, fencing, stormwater and lighting. The ODP provisions relating to noise
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attenuation satisfactorily address the comments raised, with the other matters able to
be addressed at subdivision stage.
An ODP notation requires the developer to fund screening vegetation in the verge on
the southern side of Ravendale Drive opposite the proposed access point, to reduce
the impact of headlight glare on existing residences. The provision was included as
a result of mediation, and is supported, as it will limit the impact of the development
on established dwellings.
Other
The Federal government has determined that development of the site is a 'controlled
action', requiring approval under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act. The proponent is currently preparing a response relating to the
impact of development on potential Black Cockatoo foraging and nesting sites.
No public open space is proposed, as sufficient open space has been provided in the
locality as a result of earlier subdivision (WAPC ref 127069 and 114412).
Justification
The ODP is supported for the following reasons:
(i)
(ii)

The ODP will facilitate development of a wider range of dwelling types,
providing for greater housing choice and diversity in the area; and
The proposal is consistent with State Government Policy direction relating to
more efficient use of appropriately located urban land.

MODIFICATIONS:
The following modifications are recommended:
i)

the R-coding for the lots fronting Ravendale Drive being modified from R25/30
to R30, the R-coding for the larger internal lots being changed from R30/35 to
R35 and the R-coding for the balance of the site being modified from R30/40
to R40;

ii)

the PAW being increased to four metres in width and straightened;

iii)

ODP note 2 and the associated symbol being deleted, as it is unnecessary;

iv)

ODP note 6 being expanded to include proposed Lot 24;

v)

ODP note 11 being expanded to include reference to proposed Lots 23 and
24, abutting the PAW; and

vi)

a notation should be placed on the ODP highlighting the requirement for
approval to be obtained under commonwealth legislation
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CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that the ODP be approved subject to the modifications outlined in
the Recommendation.
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ITEM NO: 9.3
ENDORSEMENT OF OUTLINE DEVELOPMENT PLAN –
LOTS 1, 2 & 49 BANKSIA TERRACE, MURRAY LAKES
CANAL DEVELOPMENT, SOUTH YUNDERUP
WAPC OR COMMITTEE:

Statutory Planning Committee

REPORTING AGENCY:
REPORTING OFFICER:
AUTHORISING OFFICER:

Department of Planning
Planning Manager Peel Region
A/Executive Director Perth, Peel and South West
Planning Strategy Division
G
SPN/0209/1
23 June 2011
Attachment 1 – Location Plan
Attachment 2 – ODP
Attachment 3 – Schedule of Submissions
Urban
Shire of Murray
Residential Development
Endorse with modifications
Peel
24 September 2010
272
Outline Development Plan
Lots 1, 2 and 49 Banksia Terrace, South Yunderup,
and portion of closed road reserve

AGENDA PART:
FILE NO:
DATE:
ATTACHMENT(S):

REGION SCHEME ZONING:
LOCAL GOVERNMENT:
LOCAL SCHEME ZONING:
LGA RECOMMENDATION:
REGION DESCRIPTOR:
RECEIPT DATE:
PROCESS DAYS:
APPLICATION TYPE:
CADASTRAL REFERENCE:

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Western Australian Planning Commission resolves to:
1.

endorse the Outline Development Plan for Lots 1, 2 and 49 Banksia
Terrace, South Yunderup, subject to the following modifications:
a)

modify ODP provision 4 by including a requirement for a 1.5 metre
setback to the western boundary of Lot 6;

b)

modify ODP provision 5 by inserting the words 'primary street' before
'setback';
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2.

c)

reword ODP provision 12 as follows:
"a notification on the title of all new lots is required at subdivision or
development stage sufficient to alert prospective purchasers that
boat mooring and/or jetty construction will not be permitted along the
canal entrance channel or the Murray River"; and

d)

include the following additional notation:
"Foreshore fencing to be visually permeable for the full height".

advise Shire of Murray of its decision accordingly.

SUMMARY:
The key points relating to this report are as follows:
x

The Shire of Murray seeks the Western Australian Planning Commission's
endorsement of an Outline Development Plan (ODP) for Lots 1, 2 and 49
Banksia Terrace, South Yunderup (Attachment 1 – Location Plan).

x

The ODP seeks to facilitate redevelopment of the sites at an R30 density,
providing for a total of nine residential lots (Attachment 2 - ODP). In order to
implement the ODP, a road reserve on the western side of the canal is being
closed and partially amalgamated with the site.

x

86 submissions were received during concurrent public advertising of the ODP
and associated scheme amendment, generally relating to density and
setbacks, traffic issues, amenity, vegetation and public open space. In
response to community concerns, Council required various modifications to
the ODP, including reducing the height and density permitted, and increasing
setbacks to the Murray River foreshore.

x

It is recommended that the ODP be approved subject to additional minor
modifications.

BACKGROUND:
In December 2009, the WAPC granted approval for the amalgamation of Lots 1 and
2 Banksia Terrace (WAPC ref 140883). The new parent lot has not yet been
created.
In February 2011, Council resolved to close the 16-metre wide road reserve between
the western side of the canal and Lots 1 and 2. The road reserve previously
provided access to Lot 2, however is no longer required as a result of the above
amalgamation.
In June 2011, the Minister for Planning approved Amendment 250, which rezoned
the subject land along with the adjacent road reserve from ‘Residential R12.5’ and
‘No Zone’ to ‘Residential Development’ and ‘Public Recreation/Conservation
Reserve’.
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LEGISLATION / STRATEGIC PLAN / POLICY:
Legislation
Section:

Planning and Development Act 2005
Shire of Murray Town Planning Scheme No.4 (TPS4)
Clause 6.5.2

Strategic Plan
Strategic Goal:
Outcomes:
Strategies:

Planning
Planned Local Communities developing a sense of place
Encourage innovation in the design of communities

Policy
Number and / or Name:

Directions 2031
State Planning Policy 3 - 'Urban Growth and Settlement'

KEY ELEMENTS OF PLAN:
The ODP adopted by Council proposes the following:
ii)

a total of nine rear accessed lots, comprising six lots on western side of canal,
and three to the east of canal;
ii)
built form setbacks to both the Murray River and canal entrance channel;
iii)
retention of vegetation and existing footpath along the canal;
iv)
preparation of a foreshore management plan; and
v)
a provision prohibiting jetties or boat mooring along the canal entrance
channel.
PLANNING CONTEXT:
TPS4 enables Council to require preparation of an ODP prior to subdivision or
development within the ‘Residential Development’ zone, addressing, inter alia, land
uses, subdivision and development standards.
Directions 2031 and Beyond (D2031)
D2031 provides the planning framework for metropolitan Perth and the Peel Region,
advocating more efficient use of land and infrastructure through increases in
residential density and infill development opportunities in appropriate locations.
The subject land is located in an area of high amenity adjacent to both the Murray
River and canal entrance channel, and is in close proximity to an established
neighbourhood centre. The proposal will provide for greater housing choice and
diversity, and is consistent with the priorities outlined in D2031.
State Planning Policy 3 'Urban Growth and Settlement' (SPP3)
The ODP is consistent with the principles outlined in SPP3, as it will facilitate more
efficient use of urban land in an area of high natural amenity, close to existing
services and facilities in South Yunderup.
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SUBMISSIONS AND CONSULTATION:
The ODP, Amendment 250 and the road closure were advertised concurrently
between December 2009 and February 2010. 86 submissions were received during
the advertising period, with 79 objections (59 pro forma). The submitters comprise a
mixture of local residents and visitors to the area, with seven being from government
agencies. The objections relate to the proposed residential density coding, setbacks,
traffic issues, loss of amenity and vegetation, and public open space provision.
Due to the volume and nature of submissions, Shire officers facilitated a submitters
meeting in May 2010 to clarify the issues and investigate areas of compromise. This
resulted in a number of modifications to the advertised ODP, including decreasing
the density proposed from R40 to R30, reducing the maximum building height from
three to two storeys and increasing setbacks to the river foreshore.
The issues arising from the submissions are summarised at Attachment 4, together
with Council and DoP’s comments.
DoP officers undertook further consultation with the Heritage Council (HCWA)
regarding the dwelling on Lot 2 Banksia Terrace. A subsequent assessment carried
out by the HCWA concluded that the dwelling is of limited cultural heritage
significance and will not prevent development of the site in the manner proposed.
DISCUSSION:
Density
The predominant R-coding in the immediate locality is R12.5, although higher Rcodings are found elsewhere in South Yunderup. Council's decision to reduce the
density proposed by the ODP from R40 to R30 is considered to be a reasonable
response to the concerns raised in relation to the increased density for the following
reasons:
i)

ii)

iii)

the density is consistent with existing medium density development in South
Yunderup around the neighbourhood centre, at the western end of Banksia
Terrace and on the newer canal system close to the Peel Inlet;
although the R30 density coding could yield eight dwellings on the western
site, the ODP restricts development to six dwellings/lots to limit the impact on
the adjoining dwelling; and
redevelopment of the sites is consistent with State Government Policy
regarding more efficient use of appropriately located and serviced urban land.

Setbacks
Council required the proposed three metre setback to the river foreshore to be
increased to a six metre average/three metre minimum, to reduce the impact of
development on the foreshore, with reference to the existing building line. This is
considered a reasonable compromise, as the existing dwelling on Lot 2 is
constructed midway between the proposed minimum and average setback, and the 6
metre average is consistent with the rear setback required for the R12.5 coded lots
west of the site.
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Redevelopment of the western site will likely result in dwellings being closer to the
canal waterway than is currently the case. However, the width of the proposed
foreshore reserve along the canal frontage has been increased from six to eight
metres to preserve existing vegetation and increase the setback of private land to the
waterway. A three metre setback adjacent to the canal further reduces the built form
impact on the public domain, and is supported.
Jetties
The ODP requires a notification on the title of all new lots at subdivision or
development stage, to advise prospective purchasers that boat mooring and/or jetty
construction along the canal entrance channel is not permitted, due to the limited
width of the waterway.
It is recommended that the notation be expanded to include reference to the Murray
River, as the current policy framework prohibits construction of additional jetties
and/or related structures for private use adjacent to public land. An existing
boathouse registered to the owner of Lot 2 is being retained but does not form part of
the application.
Justification
The ODP is supported for the following reasons:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the ODP will facilitate development of a wider range of dwelling types,
providing for greater housing choice and diversity in the area; and
the proposal is consistent with State Government Policy direction relating to
more efficient use of appropriately located urban land; and
the sites are well located relative to public services, infrastructure and natural
amenity.

MODIFICATIONS:
A minor modification is recommended, to reinstate a notation present on the
advertised plan relating to visually permeable fencing being required along the
foreshore.
It is also recommended that a 1.5 metre side setback to the western boundary of
proposed Lot 6 be required, as per the advertised ODP, to limit the impact of
development on the existing dwelling on Lot 45 to the west of the site.
CONCLUSION:
It is recommended that the ODP be approved subject to the modifications outlined in
the Recommendation.
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